








































Presentation to Pecha Kucha 34 @ Super Deluxe, Tokyo, 20 slides, 20 seconds per slide  
1 >> Hei. I’m Jan Chipchase, and I work for Nokia Research’s Mobile Human Computer 
Interaction Group, and tonight I’d like to share a little bit about some research I’ve conducted 
into cultures of mobile phone repair 2 >> Currently over 2 billion people have cellular 
connectivity. The big question everyone is trying to figure out is what would it take to connect 
the next 4.5 billion? A lot of growth is coming from highly price sensitive consumers in 
emerging markets such as China, India & Brazil. Thinking about the total cost of ownership -  
one element is the cost of repair 3 >> Conducting research in places such as Delhi, Ulan Bataar, 
Chengdu, and Kampala looking at the range of local repair services on offer, not just for mobile 
phones, but taking a holistic view – these guys in the photo are two members of the Delhi 
research team 4 >> How do products break? What happens to them once they are broken? 
What steps do people take to get them fixed? And what are the monetary and other associated 
(environmental) costs? 5 >> Using techniques such as observations, ad-hoc interviews and 
mystery shopper that is in this instance quite simply buying phones, breaking them and then 
having them repaired and documenting the process we’ve been trying to get a sense of what 
is possible 6 >> The first thing to note is that the repair ecosystem is well developed – with a 
critical mass of component suppliers, wholesalers, customers, sufficiently skilled repair guys 
(as yet never repair-women), and above all knowledge - social networks play an important 
role sharing knowledge 7 >> This repair engineer is fixing this phone without using any 
manuals (which are sitting on the shelf gathering dust) – its far easier to pop next door and 
ask a neighbour how he would do it… By the way, the woman in the photo - she owns the 
shop and her husband does the repairs - a fairly typical situation in China 8 >> One element of 
the ecosystem is the repair equipment wholesaler where you buy pretty much any tool you 
can think of… 



9 >> For all the sophisticated tools that are available many repairs can be carried out using 
only a small flat surface, a screwdriver, and toothbrush for cleaning contacts plus some basic 
knowledge. Some repairs, for example to circuit boards are more complex, but pretty much 
there are minimal barriers to entry 10 >> Software and content is also available, simply hand 
over your memory card and ask them to copy whatever it is that you need. Most of the 
content is geared to adult males in their teens and twenties - including photos of fast cars, 
nationalist imagery and pin-ups 11 >> Despite the ad-hoc nature of the ecosystems 
consumers are offered written or verbal warrantees for repairs and purchases - this is 
understandable given that much of the business is generated by word of mouth - you go to 
the person or shop that you trust. In Ulan Bataar, Mongolia (where this photo was taken) 
consumers are offered a months warrantee for a used phone, one week for a used battery 12 
>> The repair eco-systems in India have evolved to include numerous training institutes / 
colleges where novices can sign up for 3 month training courses to learn everything there is 
to know about fixing a mobile phone 13>> So what, if anything, is novel about all of this? 
First off consider the shear scale of the mobile phone market compared to say televisions, DVD 
players or car radios - its far easier to find the components to fix the broken hinge on say, a 
RAZR quite simply because so many people have them 14 >> Most electronics also take up far 
more physical space than other mobile phones – a repair shop owner could store 100 mobiles 
in the space it takes to keep this one broken television 15 >> You can also subscribe to 
manuals often written in Hindi, Mandarin and/or English complete with centerfold posters 
detailing the most common faults for different phone models and how to fix them, but also 
including chapters on phone unlocking, re-flashing and installing applications 



16 >> Phones are, by and large, considered essential objects to carry when leaving home - if 
your mobile phone or your television is broken which are you likely to fix first? This is 
especially true if, like the matoke seller in this photo taken in rural Uganda, your business 
depends upon it 17 >> For consumers the informal repair cultures are largely cheap, fast, 
convenient, reducing the total cost of ownership for consumers many of whom are highly 
price sensitive. Some consumers prefer to go through formal repair channels, but as the 
vibrancy of these markets attest, many do not 18 >> What are the implications for 
manufacturers of mobile phones? The repairs extend the lifetime of product lessening (?) 
their environmental impact – an increasingly important consideration. I work in research and 
my starting point is thinking about what can we learn from mobile phone repair eco-
systems? They exist (naturally) and appear to function very well, meeting consumer needs 
without any formal support from the companies that make the products. What are the risks? 
To consumers? To the brands that are being repaired? 19>> One conclusion from all this, is 
that given the sophistication of what exists today in the mobile phone repair eco-system – the 
critical mass of suppliers, consumers, skills, social networks and above all knowledge, what 
would it take to turn these cultures of repair into cultures of innovation? 20 >> A short essay 
on repair cultures appears at www.janchipchase.com/repaircultures. Ta. 


